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English - active and passive voice 

Mentor 5

Please watch the online videos

https://youtu.be/vVRwe3QzuS4 
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1 point

Did i know her

Has she known me

Am i known to her

None

1 point

The matter will discuss soon by them

The matter will be discussed soon by them

The matter will have discussed soon by them

The matter will have beendiscussed soon by them

1 point

A present was promised by my uncle to me

I was promised a present by my uncle

I had been promised a present by my uncle

I was promised by my uncle a present

1 point

Sandcastles were built by the children

Sandcastles are built by the children

Sandcastles are building by the children

Sandcastles were being built by the children

1. Find out the passive form of " does she know me"?

2. "They will discuss the matter soon" , chang the voice

3. Change the voice " my uncle promised me a present"

4. Write the passive form of " children built sandcastles"



1 point

He enchanted us

He was enchanted us

He is enchanted us

He has enchanted us

1 point

An engine rotates the fan

An engine was rotated the fan

An engine is rotated the fan

An engine has rotated the fan

1 point

A song is sung by poorna

A song has sung by poorna

A song was sung by poorna

A song is being sung by poorna

1 point

The meeting is put off due to the inconvenience of the minister

The meeting was being put off due to the inconvenience of the minister

The meeting was put off due to the inconvenience of the minister

The meeting has been put off due to the inconvenience of the minister

5. Change the voice" we were enchanted by him"

6. " the fan is rotated by an engine" change the voice

7. "Poorna sang a song" change the voice

8. They put off the meeting due to the inconvenience of the minister



1 point

Were written

Is written

Has w

Was written

1 point

By whom the glass was broken

Who had broken the glass

The glass was broken by whom

Who was broken the glass

1 point

Let the patient is not be disturbed

Let the patient are not be disturbed

Let not the patient be disturbed

Let not patient be disturbed

Change the voice of the following

9. Hamlet _____ by Shakespeare

10. Change the voice" who broke the glass "

11. Change the voice " don't disturb the patient"



1 point

The dinner is prepared by them

The dinner is being prepared by them

The dinner was prepared by them

The dinner are prepared by them

1 point

Our papers were being corrected by her

Our papers was being corrected by her

Our papers was corrected by

Our papers were corrected by her

1 point

A letter was being written by me

A letter has been written by me

A letter is written by me

A letter is being written by me

1 point

Hands raised by you

Let your hands be raised

Let raised your hands

Let him raise his hand

12. They are preparing the dinner

13. She was correcting our papers

14. I was writting a letter

15. Raise your hands



1 point

He had been appointed as the MD

He was appointed as

He have been appointed as the MD

He has been appointed as the MD

1 point

The song is being sung by gopika

The song was being sung by gopika

The song was sung by gopika

The song is being sang by gopika

1 point

We will invite to the m

Let him be invited to the meeting

Let us invite him to the meeting

None

1 point

She is surprised by mary's attitude

Mary was surprised by her attitude

She was surprised by Mary's attitude

She had been surprised by mary's attitude

16. The company has appointed him as the MD

17. Gopika was singing the song

18. Invite him to the meeting

19. Mary's attitude surprised her



1 point

Reading was enjoyed by sheela

Reading is enjoyed by sheela

Reading is being enjoyed by sheela

Reading was being enjoyed by sheela

1 point

Let a hospital be build by them

Let a hospital be built by them here

Let a hospital be build by them here

Let a hospital be built here by them

1 point

You are watched carefully by big brother

You are being watched carefully by big brother

You have been being watched carefully by big brother

You had been watched carefully by big brother

1 point

The nation shook by the news

Thenews shacked the nation

The nation was shook by the news

The nation was shocked by the news

20. Sheela enjoys reading

21. Let them build a hospital here

22. Big brother is watching you very carefully

23. The news shocked the nation



1 point

Forwarded

Forewarded

Forwards

Forwerded

1 point

Every Saturday will be cleaned the house

The house will be cleaned every Saturday

The house is cleaned every Saturday

None

Thank you
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24. It will be ___ to the commission

25. I will clean the house every saturday
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